
All Things Great and Small 

 



You awake from strange visions of a world teeming with humanity. Billion upon billion of them all of 

one shape and one size. You turn to look out of your hovel’s widow and with the sight of lumbering 

giants and darting midgets assure yourself that your dream was just that. 

Your home city, like every other in the world, is populated by man twisted into as many forms as there 

are stars in the sky. You rise and stretch, exploring your frame as though born into it anew.             

Small 

Billions? The world couldn’t possibly feed so many so tall. As one of the smaller folk you know 

how to exploit the rumbling stomachs and clumsy fingers of your larger kin to survive. By far 

your chief advantage are the many other meek ones crammed into your little world. (+1 ally) 

Normal 

Seeing everyone eye-to-eye was less of a novelty for you than it would be for others. Your size 

is the mean with good reason, being too large for most predators to tackle yet compact 

enough to easily nourish. You’ve had to become skilled to stand out from the crowd. (+1 skill) 

Big 

All those little people, milling around you like ants. Your great figure holds greater ambitions, 

but so does every other giant’s. The search for food compels you to shackle your lessers and 

compete with peers for dominion. Only the mightiest may sate their hungers.            (+1 trait)                            

 

Stirring from your reverie you make your way onto the streets and soon find yourself weaving between 

or striding above dense crowds where rough-hewn extremities flail and baroque appendages shiver. 

You tuck in your own arms and wonder at the dream where all had the same four limbs.           

Simple  

Your hands are cyclopean and uneven as though sculpted by a dull child, what they lack in 

finesse they regain in brute simplicity. The same might be said of your mind, many mistake 

you subdued affect for blank incomprehension. You’re not thick, just bloodyminded. (+1 trait) 

Normal  

Two legs, ten toes, two eyes, one nose. You have the right number of everything in more or 

less the right place. You can’t match the dexterity or force of exotic others but your uniform 

build favours cooperation and fellow-feeling, a well balanced mind to suit the body.  (+1 ally)  

Complex 

Your extremities are studies in extremes, joints sprouting from joints, muscles woven into 

tapestries of tensegrity. Some of your body’s feverish complexity bleeds into your mind as you 

try to master sensory floods but what you do control you control exceptionally well.   (+1 skill)                          

 

 

 

 



 

You shake off the last of the dysmorphia that’s clung to you since awakening and ease back into your 

usual stride. It’s adapted to the people around you as much as to your own body and you wonder 

whether an observer could guess your home city by your gait. 

Micromegalopolis 

The small have always banded together for protection, it’s no surprise their dense populations 

and sturdy walls make them masters of civics and engineering. Leveraging their better calorie-

to-thought ratio has allowed them to build the first true megacity and keep growing.   (+1 skill)  

Human Hive 

A place where people of homogenous size and figure gather, their physical uniformity 

contrasted by their fantastically diverse ideology. There’s a commune chasing every utopia, a 

manifesto to cater for every definition of humanity. Here the new man is made.        (+1 trait) 

Reign of Giants 

The old regime of rule by bulk and belligerence has given way to a less volatile state of affairs. 

Members of the great houses still tower over the populace, attended by their half-huge 

courtiers and served by those so small as to be beneath notice. Patronage is power.  (+1 ally) 

 

A knot in the crowd appears ahead and you put your unique physical foibles to use in circumventing 

it. With your past it’s no surprise you’re a prime specimen, one trait by default and as many extra as 

your history dictates. You’ll arrive at your destination in no time. 

Might 

The strength to match those larger and the sturdiness to rival those simpler, if already of ogre-

like bulk your might is overwhelming. You punch above your weight in a very literal sense, 

some in the crowd are still reeling from the sheer force of your blows or their unexpectedness.  

 



Poise 

The speed afforded to the slight and the delicacy of the polydactile, the already spidery dart 

about with superhuman grace. You move around other peoples’ stumbles as though they 

were steps in a dance. The crowd doesn’t touch you or marvel at your wide willowy steps. 

Stand Tall 

Too often the loudest voice is determined by lung capacity alone. No longer, you’ve cultivated 

your presence until it bloomed into something a step above your peers. A mite might not 

mock a mountain but if you’re crushed at least it will be for insolence, not out of ignorance.  

Low Profile 

It’s a big scary world out there and often the best way to avoid injury is to avoid notice. You 

melt into the crowd, scrambling under peoples’ noses or looming in such a way as to become 

part of the background. Not necessarily passive defence, surprise makes for a deadly tool.  

 Energetic Excess 

Securing food stocks is the chief concern of civilisation but for you it remains a lesser one. A 

large body can now exert itself without fears of caloric cost and a small one can burn through 

reserves in a frenzied burst. You can digest coarser fare too though the taste’s no better. 

Flexible Figure 

The vagaries of frame and form are mostly decided by one’s parentage but in the early years 

there’s still some room to wriggle. You’ve kept yourself supple well into adulthood and can 

temporarily push yourself up or down in scale and towards or away from structure. 

 

At last you arrive at your place of work, only slightly delayed by the morning rush. You earn your keep 

at a reasonably prestigious post and may have hybridised several skills across your long career. You’ve 

mastered one expertise at least. 

Manhunter 

The city’s limits are the walls it raises against the wild where away from the sanity of law 

beasts, bandits and sorcery fester. Sometimes a sortie must go out to cull these menaces 

before they come banging at the gates to sate their savagery. It’s dirty work but all too steady. 

Armourer 

Tailoring and toolmaking is far more of a logistical challenge than it would be in your dream 

world, the real work begins in war when volleys of poisoned needles and tower shield shin 

guards are needed. You’ve learned to squire too, nobody handles armour quite like its maker. 

Architect 

Draughting plans to house such polymorphic masses is an intricate art made somewhat easier 

colossal block-layers and minute finishers. Like every other job you design siege engines and 

lead sappers in war, not to mention scouring sewers and catacombs in peace. 

 



Messenger 

So many leagues to cross, so many warrens to navigate, so many faces to remember… It’s a 

small mercy messenging is recognised for the challenge it is, you’re literally run off your feet. 

All to often the discretion dips into outright espionage, you can outpace the truth for a while. 

Doctor 

The circulation of humours is by turns sluggish or frantic by turns of the patient’s weight, 

phrenology and horoscope among other things. A scholar such as yourself must handle the 

heavy saw as well as their scalpel if they’re to make new discoveries in the field. 

Handler 

Anyone can rear pigs and chase chickens, it takes a special soul to look right in the eye of a 

degenerate manimal and put a bridle in its mouth. Most recoil at the reversal of man’s 

elevation above the beasts but you see the residual spark of a soul and coax it to service. 

 



No sooner do you sit down that a rumble reminds you haven’t eaten breakfast. You resign yourself to 

a long fast until lunch when a friend comes wondering in. They often bring you a little something and 

if you’re a sociable sort may have brought someone else along. 

Mutt 

You have no idea where this stray manimal gets these fowl from but she doesn’t seem to chew 

them and even plucks them clean. She’s the cleverest chimera you’ve ever met, enough that 

you wonder if she’s a fallen woman or a risen beast. One thing’s for sure, she’s a good girl. 

Handyman 

Always fiddling with his latest gadget, always pawing at your things. You’d be more annoyed 

if he didn’t put them back in better condition and delight in bringing you gifts. In exchange for 

a fresh secret handshake and puzzle, of course, fortunately he forgets them fast.  

Maneater 

It’s not just your head that turns as they enter, this gracile androgyne fascinates all that gaze 

upon them. There’s something of the femme fatale about their attention and you’d rather not 

look into the fates of any past lovers. Still, for urbane conversation over tea they can’t be beat. 

Swarm 

These five minute brothers share the same specific insanity or something much much worse. 

They each swap identities and physical features at random, complicating things further by 

deliberately lying to amuse themselves. Unnervingly effective as fighter-acrobats. 

Cyclops 

You wince at thinking “cyclops”, their monocularism was caused by an industrial accident. 

Already forgettable even by simplefolk standards the factory simply ignored them after 

offering compensation. A deep, if slow, thinker with a heart bigger than any chest could hold. 

Pixie 

She’s the cutest little case of bestial taint and she hates it. Be sure not to remind her, giggling 

when you see her moth wings shiver for outrage will trigger a loud shockingly creative 

outburst. Above all she wants to respect and has some very concrete plans lined up to earn it. 

 

Bidding your company farewell you finally get down to work but find yourself haunted one last time 

by your dream. Those people surely endured their own evils but like their bodies they would be 

simpler than those that plague your waking world where the fact that those most afflicted are most 

empowered can be nothing short of a cruel cosmic jest. You yourself might be once, twice or even 

thrice-cursed and thereby be blessed with more traits, skills or allies. 

Exquisite Taste 

The food was welcome but only one meal can truly sate you. You bear the cannibal curse and 

should the public discover your carnal desires you’ll be hunted the same as any other wild 

beast. How you feed your addiction is up to you but long lived ghouls are always discreet. 

 



Growing Pains 

Some shift size and shape on a whim, you on the other hand swell and warp seemingly at 

random. Beyond the inconvenience of outgrowing formerly loose armour or altered 

momentum mid-punch the process hurts enough to distract you at critical moments. 

Bestial Taint 

It’s no secret that man’s elevation above the beasts is a tenuous thing. All too often mutation 

leads to the loss of speech, manipulation and finally thought. Your mind is intact but others 

eye your atavism with caution, it’s hard to blame them when instinct quickens your pulse. 

Ugly 

Beauty has a wider definition when symmetry and proportion are rare but it’s safe to say that 

you are hideous. The revulsion you provoke in others may be lessened across gulfs of size and 

complexity who merely see you as an outsider but only your friends see you for who you are. 

Madness 

Tales of monstrous god-kings and tricksome fae are more than methods of keeping rebellious 

children in line, they’re warnings that the deadliest deformities mar the soul rather than the 

flesh. You’re not far gone enough to be unaware of your warped thinking, try to stay that way. 

 Stoneskin 

Very rarely men regress far further than the animal and see their flesh return to mineral. These 

“elementals” derive little benefit from their newly stiff skin and are similarly ignored by the 

general public. A select few know their bones to be powerful reagents, beware the greedy. 

 

You’ve been mechanically following the usual office rituals throughout your musings until you reach 

into your pigeonhole and feel the tell-tale waxy bulge of an official seal among your letters. When you 

ease out the envelope in question and give it a glance you’re assaulted by a fresh sense of unreality. 

The highest echelons of your city state’s leadership are calling on you to do your duty, a worthy citizen 

wouldn’t dream of refusing and an unworthy one would do well to consider reprisals. 

 Beached Thing 

The greatest giants find that gravity tugs disproportionately at their bloated flesh, those that 

can make a one way pilgrimage to the sea where the buoyancy eases their burdens. Their lives 

in the deep are a mystery but for the odd otherworldy corpse that washes ashore. 

Distant Drumroll 

Death and taxes are the only certainties civilisation offers and what more regular toll is there 

than the bloodletting of war? The build-up has begun, scouts plot battle lines, quartermasters 

requisition supplies and sappers dig trenches. Do your part, don’t start it early. 

Stray Thoughts 

The sleep of reason produces monsters and some men are very unreasonable indeed. A circle 

of esoteric sages or one very mad titan is birthing a plague of half-real homunculi, these vile 

puppets are souring milk, killing livestock and sowing dissent wherever they go, cull them. 



Exhibition Match 

Cities don’t solely prove their mettle with clashing steel, they compete with grand 

monuments, flamboyant festivities and sporting events that stop just short of riots. Another 

polis is hosting an event and you are to represent your home in an appropriate discipline. 

Flood and Famine 

The world is ever on the edge of collapse, the chief task of the city’s leadership is to pre-empt 

catastrophe wherever they can. Whether you’re overseeing emergency infrastructure repairs 

or escorting grain convoys where they’re needed many will seek to sabotage you. 

Patchwork Man 

A brilliant doctor was exiled some years ago for conducting unspeakable experiments but 

rather than obligingly dying has set up shop anew and attracted criticism over the leadership’s 

indecisive action. You’re to find this renegade and undo the embarrassment he represents. 

 

Looking up the location mentioned in the letter on a map you note that you’ll have to wander through 

some less than hospitable climes on the way to your destination, a winding path that will take you 

through one, two or three such places. They’re sources off opportunity as well as danger, you begin 

to plan accordingly as you walk to the local administrative office. 

Forest of Hands and Teeth 

The deepwoods are in many ways the apex of the wilds, many outcasts and monsters make 

their homes among the dappled light and long shadows. Organ trade is rife here and many 

established hunters don’t take kindly to “poachers” harvesting on their turf. 

Fields of the Fallen 

War is as old as civilisation, perhaps older if the bones of the earth truly are those of ancient 

titans. The land is fouled by blood spilled in anger and infested warrens of feasting ghouls but 

between the tangles of rusted arms lie rich salvage if you have the stomach for desecration.  

Leviathan's Wake 

Some giants are not near the coast when their unsupported weight begins to crush the life 

from them, one such immersed himself in the nearest body of water it could find and has 

wallowed ever since. It trades in dark wisdom for seemingly innocuous favours. 

Fractal Palace 

People deify the great far more than the small, a dangerous mistake. Where titans grow 

sluggish the smallest become frenzied as the maddeningly intricate fairy circles. In a small 

space complexity overwhelms the mind and leads it astray, mere fragments of it are treasures. 

Towering Tundra 

It’s not just the difficulty of manufacture that sees great men go scantily clad, their bodies 

can’t radiate away heat as quickly as smaller kin. In the tropics they cook in their own flesh 

but in the north they exult in the crisp air and merrily hunt the few remaining mammoths. 

 



Tucker’s Pass 

Smallfolk suffered greatly at the hands of larger kin in ages past, there are remnants of this 

siege mentality in the old fortress kingdoms. Narrow tracks and cunning traps make short 

work of those who would dodge their tolls, their records of passage are long and exact. 

 



The clerk greets you and as you sit until the magistrate is ready to see you think on the uncivilised 

sorts you’ll meet. A few organisations are infamous enough for rumours of their exploits to have 

filtered over the high walls, your mission puts you on the path to meeting one, two or three of them. 

Cleric, Cavalier and Kirk 

Three warriors at the head of a mercenary band, always polite whether you’re a client or a 

target, always deadly. The small sniper, manimal-mounted lancer and vast battering ram are 

an effective team backed up by a horde of faceless pawns. They can be outbid, if you’re lucky. 

Combine 

The teeming cities require vast farms to feed them and those farms need many hands to till 

the soil. The land-owning conglomerates make ample use of slave labour and manimal 

husbandry. Good places to stock up on rations and gossip but beware of being press ganged. 

Wild Hunt 

It’s an open secret that many hunters brew strange concoctions from their inhuman prey’s 

remains, many a veteran is only marginally less monstrous than their quarry. If met in lands 

without much taint they may widen their criteria to satisfy their bloodlust, only the guilty run. 

Devils in the Details 

When civic strife flares high smallfolk are often called parasites, they deny this indignantly but 

there’s no denying that gremlin hitchhikers are a menace to a caravan unlucky enough to catch 

them. The freeloaders have their uses, they fight back against aggressors and warn of danger. 

Titan Cults 

Is it such a stretch for the great bodied to be great souled? These acolytes don’t think so. They 

follow in the footsteps of those whose wide paces strode past humanity and on to something 

else. That path aids or impedes your interest by turns, sometimes it’s hard to tell which. 

Fleshlumpeater 

An old canny cannibal makes his home here, quite civilised as far as they go. He doesn’t 

demand death as some savages do and is instead content with a tithe of choice cuts. When 

he does kill he relishes the brain above all, he offers memories in return for donations. 

 

You’re ushered through to the official’s office. They’re not unsympathetic to the challenges you’ll face 

on the way to completing your mission and have seen fit to bestow a boon upon you for every two 

challenging terrains or groups you will face. You sign the requisition form and some waivers to cover 

the eventuality of your most assuredly unlikely demise. 

Light Work 

The “many hands” cooperative produce some of the finest tools in the city. They’re renowned 

for their trick weapons in particular which can switch between different configurations to deal 

with various foes. Any of their crafts will make using your skills that little bit easier. 

 

 



Manimal Mount 

The balance between tameability and rebellion is a fine one but as human derived stock these 

beasts boast all the supernatural strength and stamina any twisted man might. It’s hard not 

to grow close to a palfrey or destrier with flickers of selfhood, treat it like an animal they say. 

Anatomical Almanac 

There are more shapes, colours and cultures of man than any one person can know, this 

bundle of scribbles comes close with its broad stereotypes and eclectic muttering. Among 

other thigs it includes instructions for proper etiquette, carcass processing and firm massage. 

Haruspex’s Handbook 

What little magic there is in the world leaks in where man’s soul warps his body. In this 

censored leather-bound tome are the secret rites of tattooing, dance and torment that allow 

you to tap into unnatural powers. The darker passages are blotted out but you get the gist. 

Temporary Title 

Fallen noble or risen slave, you’re only a citizen of middling standing. No longer! For the 

duration of this mission you carry a state seal which will make procuring credit and social 

invitations a breeze. It may even save your skin from assailants who fear for repercussions. 

Way of Limb 

There are as many martial arts as there are morphologies but you’ve yet to find one entirely 

suited to your build. An appointment with an official anatomist will fix that, with callipers and 

tape measure they’ll direct to a codex in the archives. You’ll move as though on new legs. 

 

With the paperwork filed and porters scrambling to gather your gear you’ve only a couple of hours to 

wait before setting off with your friends on this endeavour. You’re filled with apprehension, away 

from these crowded streets you’ll face challenges unlike any you ever have before but if it’s one thing 

walking with giants has taught you it’s that a great soul can transcend any limit the world would 

impose upon it. You have only to set your sights high enough to one day reach up and grasp the stars. 



 


